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The distribution industry is
generally one of tight
margins. Imagine being a
distributor of thousands of

products with a substantially lower
market share than either of your two
main competitors and with no unique
market position. On the other hand,
each of these two competitors have
established unique strategies and
together controlled over two-thirds of
the market.

This was the case facing a distributor
for several years. As well, its market
share had progressively eroded so
much that in some markets, it held
even less market share than its
regional competitors.

To counter this declining market
position, the company had recently
acquired and developed a unique set
of technology tools permitting more
efficient management of inventory. A
key issue for the supplier was how to
use price to leverage the new
technology to improve its competitive
market position.

While the savings through use of the
technology were potentially
significantly higher than they were for
their competitors' offerings, the
problem was that their two main
competitors could easily demonstrate
cost savings through more
conventional approaches.

As in many cases relating to the
uptake of a new technology, the
distributor faced a number of
challenges in gaining market
acceptance and encouraging
technology uptake.

These included:

1. Undemonstrated field-tested
benefits

2. Uncertainty with respect to the
size and timing of the  benefits

3. Personal risk presented to the
decision-maker by choosing a
new offering

4. Relating cause (i.e. use of the
new technology) to effect
(benefits/ cost savings realized)

In addition, from the distributor's
perspective:

5. Creating ongoing incremental
savings beyond the first or
second years becomes
increasingly difficult

To develop a pricing strategy that
would incent customers to take up
increasing amounts of technology,
the distributor considered two factors,
the elements of a deal that would:

1. Provide value to a customer
2. Add value to the distributor
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was broken further into two
components:

a. Guaranteed savings to the
customer

b. Further potential savings that the
customer could obtain through
use of the technology.

Overall, the costs and benefits to
both the customers and distributor
are shown in Chart 3.

Current costs of the offering included
product costs and distribution costs.
With the new technology, savings
accrued through better ordering,
inventory management and other
customer efficiencies.

In order to incent customers both to
increase their product volumes
sourced from this distributor as well
as the degree to which advanced
technology was taken up by
customers, this distributor developed
an algorithm whereby the percentage
of the savings accruing to the
customer increased with both volume
and technology uptake.

Depending on this distributor's
objectives with respect to different
segments and customers, the
algorithm was adjusted to reflect the
relative importance of volume or

shared; the question then became,
how should these savings be
shared?

Because customers were under
intense pressures to justify
expenditures through tight ROI
guidelines, the distributor decided
that there would be two components
to the pricing equation:

1. Overall price charged for
distribution and technology

2. The savings that would be
shared, or effectively "deducted"
from the overall price.

To reduce risks to customers while
providing incentives to take on
technology, the sharing of savings

To do this, the two dimensions of
thenew offering, volume and
technology, were used to segment
the market. See Chart 1.

Consequently, there were also two
pricing elements; the first, relating to
volume of distribution, and the
second, the extent of technology
uptake. Further, it was felt that
smaller customers with lower
purchase volumes would likely place
different value on volume and
technology relative to customers
purchasing higher volumes. As a
result, the market space was divided
along the lines shown in Chart 2.

Based on this, the lowest prices were
offered to customers in Segment IX
given their high volumes and high
degree of technology uptake. The
highest prices would normally be for
customers in Segment I with the
lowest technology uptake and lowest
volumes.

However, the key question became
how to encourage customer
movement both to the right
(increasing volumes) and up along
the technology uptake axis. To do
this, the distributor carefully analyzed
its customer value-chain as well as
its own value-chain relative to the
benefits that would be provided by
the technology employed. It found
that as technology increased, it was
able to provide significant operational
savings both for its customers and for
itself. These savings could then be
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technology uptake. While the
percentages to the customers
increased with volume and uptake,
this distributor still benefited given
that both volume and technology
uptake also provided increased
savings to it. Both parties won, and
this distributor successfully overcame
the resistance to technological
uncertainty.

While its competitors were panning
for gold, this astute distributor
discovered the value of platinum and
effectively used it to dramatically
benefit both itself and its customers.
Through this pricing approach,
customer uncertainty and risk were
minimized because a certain level of
savings were guaranteed. This form
of gain-sharing, overcame customer
resistance due to:

1. Undemonstrated field-tested
benefits-

2. Uncertainty with respect to the

size and timing of the benefits
3. Personal risk presented to the

decision-maker by choosing a
new offering, and;

4. Relating cause (i.e. use of the
new technology) to effect (
benefits/cost savings realized

Differentiation is critical in the
increasingly price sensitive
purchasing environment. Unless a
distributor has unique capabilities
making it the lowest cost provider (of
which there can only be one), other
differentiators are critical. Current
rapid technological advances make
this possible. But, resistance to new
technologies with less certain
benefits make it more difficult to
compete on this basis. Gain-sharing
based pricing can be used to
overcome this resistance. The key is
to share savings in a manner that
provides customers with effective
prices.

There are certain minimum
requirements before you can even
begin to understand the how's and
why's of pricing for a particular
company.

Executive Leadership

Executive Leadership must support
the general idea that the company's
pricing strategy requires change

Why? Pricing has historically been
part of the marketing function with
cost & margin impact analysis
coming from finance. Additionally,
sales has a big stake & interest in

product pricing and pricing strategy
also, but more so from the standpoint
of always wanting more aggressive
price points and discounts.

If the companies' leadership has a
desire to wrap their arms 'around
price', then all the parts of pricing
would need to be consolidated in one
person or at minimum, one person
who will act as the central strategist.

That said, roles will have to change
and 'culture' does not adapt
overnight. It is unlikely that, without
strong executive support, any person
or organization would be able to
effect enough support in Sales,


